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Overview
About MUFG Americas Holdings Corporation 

• Headquartered in New York, MUFG Americas Holdings Corporation ("MUAH" or "the Company") is a
financial holding company, bank holding company ("BHC"), and intermediate holding company ("IHC")
with total assets of $160.4 billion at June 30, 2018. Its primary subsidiaries are MUFG Union Bank, N.A.
("MUB" or "the Bank") and MUFG Securities Americas Inc. ("MUSA")

– MUB provides financial services to consumers, small businesses, middle-market companies and
major corporations. As of June 30, 2018, MUB operated 355 branches, comprised primarily of retail
banking branches in the West Coast states, along with commercial branches in Texas, Illinois, New
York and Georgia, as well as 22 PurePoint Financial Centers

– MUSA is a registered securities broker-dealer that engages in capital markets origination
transactions, private placements, collateralized financings, securities borrowing and lending
transactions, and domestic and foreign debt and equities securities transactions

• MUAH is owned by Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc. ("MUFG"), one of the world's leading financial
groups and MUFG Bank, Ltd. ("MUFG Bank")1

1 Effective April 1, 2018, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ was renamed to MUFG Bank, Ltd. MUFG Bank Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of MUFG; it is also MUFG's primary BHC
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• The 2018 Mid-Cycle Stress Test Disclosure presents results of the mid-cycle stress test conducted by MUAH in
accordance with the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test ("DFAST") requirements

• The mid-cycle stress test was conducted using data as of June 30, 2018 and results reflect forecasted
financial measures for the nine-quarter period 3Q18 through 3Q20 in accordance with MUAH-developed
scenarios 

• The risks captured in MUAH's mid-cycle stress test, as well as the methodologies and processes used to
execute the stress test, are consistent with those used by MUAH in performing its 2018 Comprehensive
Capital Analysis and Review ("CCAR"), the results of which were disclosed in the 2018 Annual Stress Test
Disclosure on June 29, 2018

• The presented results reflect specific assumptions regarding planned capital actions as prescribed by the
DFAST rule starting with the second quarter of the projection period ("DFAST Capital Actions")2

– Common stock dividend payments are assumed to continue at the same dollar amount as the average
of the prior four-quarters (4Q17 to 3Q18) 

– Scheduled dividend, interest, or principal payments for other capital instruments are assumed to be
paid

– Repurchases of common stock and redemptions of other capital instruments are assumed to be zero

– Issuance of new preferred, or common stock, other than issuances of common stock related to
employee compensation, are assumed to be zero

Overview
Dodd-Frank Act Stress Testing and Capital Actions

2 12 CFR Part 252.56(b)
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• The BHC Severely Adverse scenario describes hypothetical severe conditions designed specifically to stress the key
vulnerabilities and idiosyncratic risks of MUAH. The 2018 BHC Severely Adverse scenario is characterized by a
growing U.S. deficit, U.S. corporate debt defaults, and technology sector weakness

– Treasury bond prices steadily fall and inflation rises, as the market expects negative effects from the growing
U.S. deficit and larger than anticipated Federal Reserve tapering. The Federal Reserve reacts to inflation
expectations by continuing to raise rates, leading to a flat and high yield curve

– Historical high levels of leveraged lending and loose credit terms, plus rising interest rates, lead to severe
corporate financial weakness. The weakness is further compounded by reduced access to credit markets, and
a drop in economic growth. Corporate bond yields spike and the U.S. enters a deep recession as business
investment collapses and corporate defaults increase 

– Deposit collection becomes more competitive and expensive, as large lenders raise interest rates on savings
accounts. Wholesale funding costs rise, including a rise in repo rates due to corporate weakness. A two-notch
credit rating downgrade causes a deposit runoff and an increase in MUAH's funding needs

– The technology sector contracts rapidly due to declines in both valuations and venture capital investments.
The stock market is heavily affected as investors rotate into assets other than equities. CA experiences higher
stress than the U.S. due to its concentration in the tech sector 

BHC Severely Adverse Scenario – Core Macroeconomic Variables

2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20

10 Year Treasury 3.0% 4.8% 5.1% 4.8% 4.5% 4.0% 3.7% 3.6% 3.5% 3.4%

Fed Funds Rate (effective) 1.8% 4.3% 4.5% 4.3% 3.9% 3.5% 3.2% 3.0% 2.9% 2.8%

U.S. Real GDP 3.7% (5.3)% (7.9)% (7.1)% (5.9)% (4.1)% 0.1% 1.8% 2.8% 3.1%

BBB 10 Year Corporate Spread 1.3% 5.6% 6.4% 6.3% 6.2% 5.8% 5.2% 4.5% 4.0% 3.6%

Dow Jones Total Stock Market Index 27,799 22,196 16,037 12,395 10,220 10,330 11,023 11,759 12,355 12,893

U.S. Unemployment Rate 3.8% 5.1% 6.6% 8.0% 9.0% 9.5% 9.9% 10.0% 9.9% 9.7%

BHC Severely Adverse Scenario
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DFAST Results – BHC Severely Adverse Scenario 
MUAH Capital Ratios and Risk-Weighted Assets

MUAH Actual and Projected Capital Ratios Using Dodd-Frank Capital Actions

Actual
June 30, 2018

Stress Capital Ratios Regulatory
Post-Stress
Minimums4September 30, 2020 Minimum3

Common Equity Tier 1 Capital Ratio 16.2% 13.1% 13.1% 4.5%

Tier 1 Risk-based Capital Ratio 16.2% 13.1% 13.1% 6.0%

Total Risk-based Capital Ratio 17.1% 14.6% 14.6% 8.0%

Tier 1 Leverage Ratio 10.3% 7.7% 7.7% 4.0%

MUAH Actual and Projected Risk-Weighted Assets (RWA)

($ in billions) Actual – June 30, 2018 Projected – September 30, 2020

Risk-Weighted Assets (Standardized) $99.4 $92.4

3 Represents minimum projected capital ratios from 3Q18 through 3Q20
4 Minimum post-stress regulatory ratios as defined in the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review 2018 Summary Instructions for LISCC and Large and Complex Firms, February 1,
2018

• The results disclosed represent hypothetical estimates in accordance with MUAH's internally-developed
Severely Adverse scenario. The results do not represent MUAH's forecasts of expected gains, losses, pre-
provision net revenue ("PPNR"), net income before taxes, capital, risk-weighted assets ("RWA"), or capital
ratios

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20180201a2.pdf
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DFAST Results – BHC Severely Adverse Scenario
MUAH PPNR and Net Income Before Taxes

PPNR

• Lower loan originations

• Lower net interest income

• Lower noninterest revenue

• Unfavorable GDP trend

• High and flat yield curve

• Ratings downgrade

Provision for Loan and Lease Losses

• Significant credit losses

• High loan provisions

• Significant asset price declines 

• Surge in equity market volatility

• Widening of corporate bond
spreads

MUAH-Calculated 9-Quarter Cumulative Revenue, Losses, and Net Income before Taxes and AOCI

($ in millions) 9-Quarter Total % Average Assets

Pre-Provision Net Revenue $ 591.5 0.4 %

Other Revenue — — %

Provision for Loan and Lease Losses (4,508.6) (2.8)%

Realized Losses on Securities (46.8) — %

Trading and Counterparty Losses — — %

Other Losses (838.6) (0.5)%

Net income (losses) before taxes $ (4,802.5) (3.0)%

Note:  Trading gains (losses) are included in PPNR. Counterparty default losses, CVA losses, OTTI losses and goodwill impairment are included in Other Losses. Numbers
may not sum due to rounding
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DFAST Results – BHC Severely Adverse Scenario
MUAH Projected Loan Losses

MUAH calculates $3.9 billion in loan losses, concentrated in Commercial and Industrial ($1.9 billion) and
Commercial Real Estate ($1.2 billion)

Note:  Numbers may not sum due to rounding
5  Portfolio loss rate is calculated by dividing the nine-quarter cumulative loan losses by the average loan balances for each portfolio over the same time period
6 HELOCs: Home equity lines of credit, includes lines secured by first-liens

MUAH Projected 9-Quarter Loan Losses by Type of Loan

($ in millions) Loan Losses Portfolio Loss Rates5

First-lien Mortgages, Domestic 357.5 0.9%

Junior Liens and HELOCs, Domestic6 67.6 3.2%

Commercial and Industrial 1,871.9 12.5%

Commercial Real Estate, Domestic 1,182.8 8.7%

Credit Cards 67.5 16.8%

Other Consumer 149.7 9.5%

Other Loans and Leases 200.0 2.5%

Total Loan Losses (Projected) 3,896.9 4.8%
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Significant Causes for Changes in Capital Position and Ratios

• Changes in MUAH’s capital position and capital ratios over the nine-quarter planning horizon are due to:

– A $4.8 billion cumulative pre-tax loss is projected over the specified nine-quarter horizon in the BHC
Severely Adverse scenario 

– Significant items include loan and lease losses of $3.9 billion, incremental build in allowance for loan
and lease losses through provision expense ($612 million), and operational risk losses ($681 million)

– Treatment of deferred tax assets relative to capital is unfavorable in stress 

– RWA declines over the planning horizon because of reductions in credit RWA as a result of reduced
loan levels
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
CAP Framework

MUAH maintains a Capital Adequacy Process ("CAP") to assess and manage capital requirements and capital adequacy.
The CAP program includes: 

• Oversight by the Board of Directors and senior management, conducted in accordance with MUAH’s Capital
Management Policy, Risk Appetite Policy, Enterprise Stress Testing Policy, Risk Governance Policy, and MUAH's Enterprise
Risk Appetite Statement

• Compliance with regulatory requirements set out in legislation as well as meeting management's internal objectives for
capital management7

• Stress Testing is a core component of MUAH’s CAP. The Annual Capital Plan and Mid-Cycle DFAST Reporting processes
are subsets of MUAH's CAP and use the same processes and controls as the CAP Framework

MUAH's CAP is designed and maintained to meet the following fundamental objectives:

• Maintain appropriate processes for the identification and measurement of all material risks for which the Company is
exposed under baseline and/or stressed economic conditions

• Maintain capital adequacy that is sustainable and consistent with the Company’s defined risk appetite, organic growth
and strategic objectives, target solvency and integrated Capital Plan

• Maintain sufficient capital to meet or exceed expectations of the Company’s shareholders, counterparties, creditors,
supervisors and other stakeholders

• Promote safety and soundness by acting as a source of strength to subsidiaries of MUAH

• Maintain a capital structure that measures and balances capital adequacy, capital quality and capital efficiency

• Require consideration of current and expected capital adequacy profiles when making dividend or other capital
distributions 

• Contribute to MUFG through strengthening the corporate value of MUAH 
7 12 CFR Parts 225 and 252 (Regulations Y and YY)
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
Overview

• Using the macroeconomic factors provided by MUAH's Severely Adverse scenario, MUAH produces capital
position estimates using models and other projection methodologies (end-user computing tools and expert
judgment) developed by MUAH

• MUAH’s primary model inventory includes, but is not limited, to:

– Credit loss models

– Balance sheet and PPNR models

• MUAH manages model risk through a comprehensive model governance program that includes activities
such as rigorous model development, model validation and performance monitoring

• MUAH incorporates a robust Review and Challenge process that leverages an iterative approach to vetting
forecast processes and related outcomes

Macro
Factors

Input

PPNR
Credit Losses,
Reserves and

Provision

Other Losses
and Taxes

Capital
Position

Capital RWA Capital Ratios

Estimation
Process
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
Risk Identification and Risk Types

• MUAH has developed a robust risk identification process that is the basis for the risk framework used in the
Company's Risk Governance Policy. An important output of the risk identification process is the creation of MUAH's
Risk Inventory. The Risk Inventory is a critical component of the CAP Program 

• The Risk Inventory is a comprehensive repository of risks MUAH manages in pursuit of its strategic objectives. The
Risk Inventory is organized in a three-level structure (primary, secondary, and tertiary levels) that is based on eight
material primary risk categories

Primary Risk Inventory

Credit Market Price Interest Rate

Liquidity Operational Compliance

Strategic Reputation Other8

8  “Other” refers to risks not included in any other category, such as pension risk and tax risk

• The Risk Inventory is categorized to reflect material risks and non-material risks

– Material risks are quantitatively assessed through dedicated models and stress testing to the extent feasible
given the nature of the risk. Examples of such modeled risks include Credit Risk, Interest Rate Risk and
Operational Risk 

– Relevant non-material risks are measured using qualitative approaches 
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
Pre-Provision Net Revenue (PPNR)

General

• PPNR is segmented into three components: 

–   Net interest income ("NII")
–   Noninterest income
–   Noninterest expense

• These components are calculated using the macroeconomic variables provided by MUAH's Severely
Adverse scenario. The macroeconomic variables are used as inputs to models, end-user computing
tools and expert judgments

Net Interest
Income

• NII is comprised of interest income generated primarily from earnings on the loan and lease
portfolio, MUSA's reverse repo and trading book, and the investment securities portfolios. Interest
income is partially offset by interest expense generated by interest-bearing deposits and borrowings

• Projected asset and liability balances are combined with interest rate projections to arrive at NII

Noninterest
Income

• Noninterest income is comprised of fees and commissions from client activities and is sensitive to
client demand for services

Noninterest
Expense

• Noninterest expense is forecast through a combination of end-user computing tools and expert
judgments, leveraging macroeconomic variables and business indicators as inputs

• Management actions such as reductions in staff compensation and variable compensation are
considered in projecting noninterest expense
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
Credit Losses and Provision for Loan and Lease Losses

General

• Credit losses affect the provision for loan and lease losses and contribute materially to the outcome of
stress test results

• Credit losses are estimated for the loan and lease portfolio based on projected economic factors and
changes in portfolio balances and composition

Credit Losses

• MUAH uses credit loss models to project future losses in accordance with the scenario including
estimations for probability of default, exposure at default and loss given default

• The macroeconomic variables together with factors developed internally by MUAH are inputs to
estimated property conditions as well as loan and borrower characteristics that affect loss results

Provision for
Loan and Lease

Losses

• The Provision for Loan and Lease Losses represents the replenishment of the Allowance for Loan and
Lease Losses ("ALLL") balances during the projection period. ALLL is reduced by credit losses and
accommodates expectations for loan growth and credit quality changes within all portfolios

• Changes in ALLL balances are based on empirically-supported loss factors, projected loan balances,
segment attributions, qualitative adjustments and management judgment
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Capital Adequacy Assessment Processes
Other

General • Other items that affect net income include realized gains (losses) on securities; other losses; and taxes

Realized
Losses / Gains
on Securities
(AFS / HTM)

• MUAH conducts analysis to project other-than-temporary impairments ("OTTI") for its available-for-sale
("AFS") and held-to-maturity ("HTM") securities at the instrument level. Potential net losses on securities
are less impactful to results because of MUAH’s highly-rated securities investments

• AFS securities also include Direct Purchase Bonds ("DPBs"), which are purchased directly from an issuer/
borrower through private placement but underwritten as loans. An implied probability of default risk rating
is assigned to each DPB for OTTI analysis

Other Losses

• Counterparty Credit mark-to-market losses stress projections are produced by using stressed credit default
swap spreads and applying them to counterparty exposure profiles. Stressed credit default swap spreads
are consistent with a credit environment in the scenario’s 10-year BBB corporate security yield

• Counterparty default losses are projected by applying the Federal Reserve's global market shock ("GMS")
parameters to derive price shocks for trading portfolios and market instruments.9 The counterparty with
whom MUAH has the largest exposure is assumed to have defaulted

Taxes • Pre-tax revenue (loss) and tax credit projections are compiled to determine MUAH’s tax benefit (expense)
and net deferred tax assets. Net deferred tax assets are tested for disallowance in capital

9 MUAH is not required to apply the GMS for its stress tests because of its size and relative lack of complexity. However, GMS parameters were used to identify MUAH's largest counterparty based on
instantaneous default risk. Central clearing counterparties and the parent company MUFG are excluded when identifying the largest counterparty
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Forward-looking Statements

This 2018 DFAST Results Disclosure (the "Stress Test Results") presentation contains forward-looking projections that
represent estimates based on the hypothetical, severely adverse economic and market scenarios and assumptions specified
by MUAH's internally-developed Severely Adverse scenario. The Stress Test Results do not represent MUAH's forecasts of
actual expected gains, losses, PPNR, net income before taxes, capital, RWA or capital ratios. MUAH's actual future financial
results will be influenced by actual economic and financial conditions and various other factors as described in its reports
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), which are available on the Company's website
(www.unionbank.com/global/about/company-profile/investor-relations/sec-filings.jsp), and on the SEC's website
(www.sec.gov). MUAH does not undertake to update the forward-looking projections to reflect the effect of circumstances
or events that may arise after the date of the forward-looking projections.

https://www.unionbank.com/global/about/company-profile/investor-relations/sec-filings.jsp
http://www.sec.gov
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